A detailed study of exchange-biased Fe/MnF 2 bilayers using magneto-optical Kerr Effect shows that the magnetization reversal occurs almost fully through domain wall nucleation and propagation for external fields parallel to the exchange bias direction.
For finite angles φ between bias and external field the magnetization is aligned perpendicular to the field cooling direction for a limited field range for decreasing fields.
For external fields perpendicular to the bias direction the magnetization aligns with the field cooling direction for descending and ascending fields before fully reversing. The field range for which the magnetization is close to perpendicular to the external field can be estimated using a simple effective field model.
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The magnetization reversal in a ferromagnet (FM) / antiferromagnet (AFM) bilayer can be significantly altered upon cooling in an external magnetic field below the Néel temperature of the AFM [1] . In such "exchange biased" bilayers, the coercivity is enhanced [2] , the loop shifts away from zero field to positive [3, 4] or negative field values [1, 2] , vertical loop shifts have been observed [5] as well as asymmetrically shaped loops [6] . However, only very few studies detailed direct observations of asymmetric reversal processes, that is domain nucleation and growth for one field branch, e.g. ascending fields, and magnetization rotation for the opposite field branch, e.g. descending fields [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . For example, X. Portier et al. [7] studied NiFe layers coupled to a range of antiferromagnetic films (Fe 50 Mn 50 , Ir 50 Mn 50 , and Ni 25 Co 75 O). For increasing fields the reversal is dominated by domain nucleation and growth, but for decreasing fields the reversal occurs by moment rotation followed by domain nucleation and growth. Bomqvist et al. [8] used Photoemission Electron Microscopy to show that the domain configuration at zero field in exchange biased Fe/MnPd bilayers is very different for descending fields (single domain) as opposed to ascending fields (domains with the magnetization mostly along to the bias direction). M. Gierlings and coworkers [9] reported a reversal through domain wall motion in the decreasing field branch and rotation in the increasing field branch for the exchange biased Co/CoO system. To date, one of the most thorough studies of asymmetric magnetization reversal has been conducted by Fitzsimmons et al. [10] and Leighton et al. [11] on Fe/MnF 2 . They found that when the field is reduced from positive saturation, the magnetic moments align with a direction orthogonal to the original easy axis, before the magnetization is fully reversed.
The field range that permits the perpendicular alignment increases with improved film quality [11] . As the field is reduced from negative saturation, the unidirectional anisotropy stimulates nucleation of domains and rotation is suppressed.
In this paper, we report a detailed angular-dependence study of the Fe/MnF 2 model system using magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). Our results demonstrate that the magnetization reversal depends sensitively on the alignment between the external field and the bias direction (angle φ). With a perfect alignment (φ=0), the magnetization reversal occurs almost completely through domain wall nucleation and propagation. For The MOKE experiments were performed with p-polarized light in the longitudinal geometry using an eight pole magnet allowing us to apply magnetic fields up to 0.8 T in
any direction to the sample surface [12] . The MOKE set up is very similar to the one described by Ohldag et al. [13] . 
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[15] this favors the nucleation of domains magnetized parallel to the external field and bias direction and magnetization reversal is achieved though domain wall motion.
A very similar situation occurs for descending fields and φ = 0º. The effective field H || = H ext -H X -H A is aligned with the magnetization but opposite to it leading to a reversal through domain nucleation and growth. We expect this behavior for any system with a strong unidirectional or uniaxial anisptropy.
We can extend the effect field description to φ 0 = 90º and obtain the following Leighton et al. [11] reported that the field range for which a perpendicular orientation of the magnetization to the bias direction is observed increases with improved film quality (for constant φ). This can be explained using the effective field description by considering that the anisotropy field H A is increasing with improved film crystallinity. 
